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CAPPS report draws attention
to treatment of parolable lifers

•      20 case histories illustrate results of
    redefinition of Lifer Law -- see story on

       page 3.
•  Former parole board chair says lifer review

      process unjust -- see story on page 4.
•  Families, friends urged to work for change

      at Detroit L.I.F.E.R. meeting --see story on
    page 6.

Voters are more willing to consider changing current corrections policies than elected officials
realize.

That’s what CAPPS found out in September when it commissioned the Lansing-based research firm
EPIC-MRA to conduct a statewide poll of the public’s attitudes toward crime prevention, incarceration and
parole policies.

Said John Cavanagh,
secretary-treasurer of
EPIC-MRA:

“When it comes to
corrections issues, Michigan
voters are clearly open to a
greater commitment to
crime prevention programs,
less emphasis on prison
spending and the opportu-
nity for prisoners who have
paid their debt to society to
return to the community.”

Key findings from
the poll show:
•   Corrections ranks lowest

among spending priori-
ties.

•   Voters favor a change in
parole policies that incarcerate thousands of people who could be safely released.

• Early childhood education is viewed as the most effective crime-reducing approach while long prison
terms are viewed as the least effective.
• The overwhelming majority supports

paroling well-behaved, non-danger-
ous prisoners and instituting review of
parole board decisions.

• Voters heavily prefer non-prison
alternatives for technical parole
violations.

• Voters strongly agree that parole
should be fair and that prison alter-
natives save money.

Asked about the effectiveness of

September EPIC-MRA poll:September EPIC-MRA poll:September EPIC-MRA poll:September EPIC-MRA poll:September EPIC-MRA poll:

How respondents rank ordered the effectiveness  

of eight different approaches to reducing crime 

 

 

From EPIC-MRA, Executive Summary 

 

TOTAL EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE  

 SOME 

7 - 8 

EXTREME 

9 - 10 
TOTAL 

EFFECTIVE 

Early childhood education 30% 48% 78% 

Comprehensive programs for juvenile offenders 45% 32% 77% 

Increasing the availability of treatment for the 

mentally ill 39% 37% 76% 

Reducing high school truancy and drop out rates 33% 41% 74% 

Programs to decrease child abuse and neglect 36% 37% 73% 

Substance abuse prevention and treatment 39% 27% 66% 

Intensive supervision for probationers 38% 21% 59% 

Long prison terms 32% 23% 55% 
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approaches to reducing crime, survey respondents placed early child-
hood education, programs for juvenile offenders, treatment for the
mentally ill, reducing high school drop out rates and decreasing child
abuse and neglect close together at the top of the list.  They consider
long prison terms the least effective.

“Michigan’s citizens get it.  They know that the solution to
crime is prevention,” said Barbara Levine, executive director of CAPPS.
“The fact that the survey respondents put greatest faith in programs
for children shows that people understand it makes more sense to
invest in getting kids’ lives on track than it does to spend the money on
punishment after people’s lives have derailed.”

When asked about their priorities for funding state services, 90
percent of the respondents said K-12 education is a priority, followed
by funding for public health, including mental health care and nursing
home care for seniors, and local police and fire fighters;  next came
colleges and universities, followed by the environment. Corrections,
with only 17 percent of respondents calling it a high priority, was at
the bottom.

The survey also asked questions about parole policies. Of those
polled:
•  74 percent favor making parole board decisions subject to review or

appeal to ensure fairness.
•  72 percent prefer to have technical parole violators disciplined in the

community rather than returned to prison for an average of two
years.

•  85 percent say that where there is no evidence that prisoners are
    currently dangerous, they should be given a second chance when
    they reach their minimum sentence.

“When someone has served the minimum sentence imposed by

Overwhelming Majority Support for Parole of  “Good” 

Prisoners and for Instituting Review of Parole Board 

Decisions 

By an over three-to-one margin of seventy-five percent to twelve percent, respondents believe 
parole should be granted to well-behaved prisoners deemed not dangerous, after they have 
served their minimum sentence 

From EPIC-MRA, Executive Summary 
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the court, society’s need for punishment has been satisfied,” said Levine. “This poll demonstrates that
a majority of Michigan voters understand this concept and agree that unless there is evidence that
someone still presents a threat to the community, it is a waste of money and lives to continue their
incarceration.”

At a news conference held to announce the poll results, Levine told reporters that CAPPS has a
series of recommendations designed to make the parole process fairer, more cost-effective and more
transparent.

“The proposed changes wouldn’t require that anyone be released automatically but would
place constraints on the decision-making process to ensure more reasonable results.”

The full set of recommendations and the executive summary of the EPIC-MRA poll
results are available at www.capps-mi.org.

Michigan voters say spend less on incarcerationMichigan voters say spend less on incarcerationMichigan voters say spend less on incarcerationMichigan voters say spend less on incarcerationMichigan voters say spend less on incarceration
(Continued from page 2)

(Continued on page 4 -- see  Report: parole)

CAPPS prepared its most recent research
report, No way out:  Michigan’s parole board
redefines the meaning of “life”, to draw attention to
the nearly 850 lifers who are now parole-eligible
but who are being denied release based on the
parole board’s redefinition of the state’s Lifer Law.

The report, which was released in Septem-
ber, shows that hundreds of prisoners who could be
safely released are still incarcerated because the
board has changed the intent of the 63-year-old
law.  The board’s position that “life means life” has
virtually eliminated the distinction between a non-
parolable life term for first-degree murder and a
parolable life sentence for some other offense.  It is
contrary to the understanding of sentencing judges,
prosecutors and defense attorneys who believed
that parolable lifers, like other parole-eligible
prisoners, would be released if they earned it.

For virtually all the most serious crimes
other than first-degree murder, including second-
degree murder, armed robbery, first-degree criminal
sexual conduct and kidnapping, Michigan permits
judges to impose a parolable life term or to select
both a minimum and maximum term.  People

sentenced to parolable life for offenses committed
before October 1992 became eligible for parole after
serving 10 years.  (Those whose offenses were
committed after that date must serve 15 years.)
The report explains that the parolable lifers are
unique among the 17,000 prisoners who were
eligible for parole as of May 2003 because:

•    They can literally be kept for the rest of their
lives, so they have the most at stake.

•    They have served an average of 22 years; their
median age is 49; they are typically first
offenders with good institutional records. Thus,
they are statistically very good risks for re-
lease.

•    Many are being punished far more severely than
is typical for similar offenses.

•    They are only reviewed once every five years
and many are aging and ill, so they are becom-
ing increasingly expensive to keep.

•    They are being denied release by the parole
board’s retroactive redefinition of the Lifer Law,
years or decades after sentence was imposed,

CAPPS report shows lifers
serve far longer than
legislature or judges intended

PPPPParararararole boarole boarole boarole boarole board applies ned applies ned applies ned applies ned applies new philosophw philosophw philosophw philosophw philosophy ty ty ty ty tooooo
parolable lifers sentenced decades agoparolable lifers sentenced decades agoparolable lifers sentenced decades agoparolable lifers sentenced decades agoparolable lifers sentenced decades ago
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so they present a unique challenge to our
state’s sense of justice.

The first several chapters of the report
explain the history of the Lifer Law and how its
application has changed.  Until the law was enacted
in 1941, there was no such thing as parole for
Michigan prisoners serving life.  The law made
parolable lifers eligible for
release by the parole board after
serving 10 years, so long as the
sentencing court did not object
and the board held a public
hearing. The idea was to allow a
professional parole board to
release those people who had
earned their freedom so the
governor could reserve the
political capital spent on commu-
tations for first-degree murder
cases.

In years past, a substan-
tial proportion of eligible lifers
were paroled. The numbers
weren’t large because there
weren’t that many lifers who
became eligible each year.  But it
was widely understood by
judges, prosecutors, defense
attorneys and parole board
members that a lifer could earn
release in 12 or 14 years.  Sur-
vey data summarized in the
second chapter confirms this.
Many lifers sentenced in the
1960s, ‘70s and ‘80s have served
decades longer than anyone
intended at the time.

Since the parole board
lost its civil service protection in
1992 and became composed of
political appointees, its proce-
dures for evaluating lifers have
changed dramatically.
•    Instead of interviewing these

lifers every year
or two, the

board now only reviews their files once every five
years.  It routinely sends “no interest” notices
continuing people for another five years without
bothering to meet them.  In fact, just one member
screens the file and decides whether to even conduct
an interview.  That member’s recommendation to
continue the prisoner is almost always rubber-

Ex-parole board chair labels current practices
“arbitrary, unjust”

The former chair of the Michigan parole board labeled
current board practices pertaining to parolable lifers sentenced in
the 1960s, ’70s and ‘80s “unjust” and “arbitrary.”

Gary Gabry, a former Ionia County prosecutor, was chair
of the board from November 1992, when it was transformed
from a Civil Service body to one of political appointees, until
January 1997.  He was one of four speakers at a CAPPS media
round table announcing the publication of No way out: the
Michigan parole board redefines the meaning of “life”.

In hindsight, Gabry, now in private legal practice, said,
“We created a system of injustice, one without hope, one based
on disparity and arbitrary decisions.”

The board itself redefined the Lifer Law as meaning “life
means life” and decided not to calculate parole guidelines scores
for lifers.  Legislative changes made in 1992 increased the time
at which lifers would first be seen from seven to 10 years and
changed subsequent interviews from every two to every five
years.   Later changes in law relieved the board from ever seeing
the lifer in person except once, at the first 10 years of service.
Only a file review is required at five-year intervals thereafter.

Gabry said the changes in hearing schedules were made
because of the backlog of lifer cases, the large number of other
parole consideration cases and as a “cost expediency.”  But he
thinks the consequences for parole decision-making have been
severe.

“There is a tremendous difference between sitting down
and meeting with someone who has done time and sitting in an
office with wall to wall files and looking at a thick file with 20

(Continued on page 5 -- see  Speakers)

Speakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolable
lifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtable

(Continued to page 5 -- see Report: parole)
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stamped by the rest of the board.
•   The board does not use its own parole guidelines, designed to assess the risk to the community of

 granting parole, to evaluate lifers as it does other prisoners.
•    The board gives no explanation for its “no interest” decisions.
• Board decisions are not subject to any sort of administrative review and cannot be appealed to the

 courts.
Central to the report are 20

profiles of lifers who illustrate many
of the concerns raised in the text.
These lifers are from a dozen
different counties and were con-
victed of a variety of offenses.  Most
were quite young and are now
middle-aged; most have excellent
institutional records.

For instance, James Percy,
from Wayne County, who has been
in prison for 28 years, was armed
only with a finger in his pocket
when he robbed a bookstore of $62.
Greg Lawrence and Rick Schraw, co-
defendants in a 1977 Ingham County
bank robbery, were already in
custody when the ringleader shot a
police officer.  Ross Hayes, a Kent
County lifer who was 16 years old
when he killed a woman during a
burglary in 1974, was recently
denied release again despite the
support of the victim’s family.

In a dozen of the profiled
cases, a life term would not be
within the recommended sentencing
range under today’s sentencing
guidelines.  Five of the profiled lifers
have served more than 25 years for
offenses where no death occurred.
Lifers from Saginaw, Detroit and
Flint have letters from their sentenc-
ing judges stating that the judges
understood parolable lifers could
earn release in 10-12 years.  In
cases from Berrien, Kent, Saginaw
and Macomb counties, people chose
to plead guilty on that same under-

years worth of paper work in it,” Gabry said.  He also said
the recommendation to use parole guidelines in assessing
parolable lifers is very important.  “Otherwise, there are no
specific criteria.”

Gabry also stressed that parole-eligible lifers are
older and age is the best predictor of recidivism.  “If you’re
really looking for people to parole, the board is missing the
boat,” he said.

Gabry noted that since board members have four-
year terms and don’t often meet with lifers, they don’t get to
know them.

“In the past, the backgrounds of many members of
the board were not conducive to recognizing that people do
change.  The system doesn’t recognize or reward change,”
Gabry said.

Gabry explained that a serious concern with the
board’s decision-making in all cases “is the never-ending
battle not to play super judge and resentence the individual
based solely on their crimes.  It’s almost a natural conse-
quence of the new board – individuals who don’t have a
corrections background who are suddenly sitting down and
reading some pretty horrendous acts, things that happened a
long time ago, but things that were assessed by a sentencing
judge.  That individual goes to prison and does that time and
then there’s a point where the board begins to weigh in. Way
too many times, even with guidelines, board members revert
back to the crime and say , ‘Oh, I can’t believe they only got
this or that.  I can’t believe this is what the judge gave
them.’”

Speakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolable
lifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtable

(Continued from page 4)

(Continued on page 12 -- see Speakers)

(Continued from page 4)
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About 100 family members and friends of
Michigan lifers were reminded that there is strength
in numbers and that everyone must do their part to
change the state’s policies on lifers.

Lifer Inmates and Families for Equitable
Reforms (L.I.F.E.R.) held an informational seminar

RRRRReport: pareport: pareport: pareport: pareport: parole boarole boarole boarole boarole boarddddd
changes intent of Lifer Lawchanges intent of Lifer Lawchanges intent of Lifer Lawchanges intent of Lifer Lawchanges intent of Lifer Law

(Continued on page 7 -- see Lifer families)

in October at St. Rita Church in Detroit in conjunc-
tion with the National Lifers of America, Inc. and
Ecumenical Support for Prisoners.

Wayne County Circuit Court Judge Bruce
Morrow, who has been on the bench for 12 years,
talked about changes in the application of the
state’s Lifer Law that he has seen since he was a
defense attorney.

He explained that in the past judges ex-
pected that parolable lifers could earn parole.

“It didn’t mean life with just the possibility

Lifer families, friendsLifer families, friendsLifer families, friendsLifer families, friendsLifer families, friends
urged to work togetherurged to work togetherurged to work togetherurged to work togetherurged to work together
to make changesto make changesto make changesto make changesto make changes

standing.
CAPPS executive director Barbara Levine

notes that the 20 lifers profiled in No way out
represent hundreds more who are equally worthy
of careful, individualized consideration.  She
encourages readers to ask themselves:

1.   Are we safer because these men and women
are still locked up?

2.   Is it fair to apply the board’s “life means life”
policy retroactively to these cases?

3.   Is it good public policy to allow an unaccount-
able board of political appointees to subvert
the intentions of sentencing judges and the
Legislature?

4.   Is it a good use of tax dollars to spend millions
incarcerating prisoners who could still be
productive citizens until they are too old and ill
to be released?

The report ends with recommendations for
changing current parole practices that would
restore accountability, proportionality and simple
fairness to the lifer review process.  These include:

√ Restore personal interviews of eligible lifers at
 shorter intervals.

√   Calculate parole guidelines scores for lifers so
the risk of releasing them is determined as it is
with other prisoners.

√   Require the board to state reasons for its “no
interest” decisions and permit prisoners to seek
judicial review for abuse of discretion.

√   Add safeguards to the process for exercising
judicial objections to parole.

√   Establish a special lifer review board, with a
three-year sunset provision, to consider the
hundreds of lifers who have been denied release
under current policies.

The full report is available online at:
www.capps-mi.org.  Copies can also be purchased
from CAPPS for $7 each.

(Continued from page 5)
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of parole.  It was seen differently – parole with the
possibility of life,” he said.

Morrow talked about the loss of resources
when men and women are kept in prison endlessly.

“Due to my limitations, I can only contrib-
ute so much to this world.  I need other people to
make my world better.  There are some people that
I think can make the world a better world and
some of them just happen to be in prison.  And if
they could contribute and make my world any
more sane and more humane I have an interest in
getting them back out to do just that,” he said.

The conference also featured CAPPS Execu-
tive Director Barbara Levine who discussed the

report No way out: Michigan’s parole board
redefines the meaning of “life”.  She explained the
recommendations contained in the report and the
efforts it will take to get them adopted.

Other speakers included:
• Judith Coleman Bey, the wife of James Percy, a

parolable lifer who is one of 20 profiled in the
CAPPS report.  Coleman Bey told the group to
write letters to legislators and do whatever is
needed to help change laws.  “You can’t do it

Victim Bobby Johnson (left) with Yvette
Davidson, a L.I.F.E.R. board member

Judith Coleman Bey

Family members and friends at St. Rita Church.

alone,” she said.  “But now you don’t have to.”
Percy has served 28 years for robbery while
armed with a hand in his pocket, an offense that
might bring seven years today.

• Bobby Johnson, the victim of lifer Gerald
Hessell, whose story is also in the report.
Johnson told the audience that he believes
Hessell no longer belongs in prison and had
thought at the time of Hessell’s sentencing that
he would be out in 10 or so years.  Hesssell has
been in prison since 1976.

• Stan Nelson, a member of the National Lifers of
America, Inc. and community activist, who
urged support for CAPPS and said money to run
Michigan’s prison system takes money away
from health care, education and other human
services.

• Peggy Hansen, chairperson of Ecumenical
Support for Prisoners, stressed that change will

happen only
when people
work together.

(Continued from page 6)
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CAPPS thanks two special donors
CAPPS depends heavily on the contributions of supporters and every one is greatly appreciated.  However, we have
been fortunate to have received extremely generous gifts from two very special friends.  Neither is from Michigan;
each was drawn to CAPPS by their concern for a Michigan lifer.

Annette Johnson

Bill Hemmings, Jerry Lashuay and Annette
Hemmings

Without Annette Johnson’s generosity, No
way out, CAPPS’ report on parolable lifers, would
not exist. The long-planned project could not get
off the ground until Johnson donated nearly all the
cost of researching and drafting.

Johnson’s day job is General Counsel to the
New York University Medical Center. Armed with a

law degree from the Univer-
sity of Toledo College of Law
and a Ph.D. in English from
the University of Massachu-
setts, she oversees all the
legal affairs of the world-
class New York hospital and
advises its prestigious board
of trustees.

Johnson’s second
(volunteer) career is helping
prisoners improve their
chances of returning to the
community successfully.
Inspired by her friendship

with Michigan lifer Martin Vargas, Johnson became
involved in a League of Women Voters project on
criminal justice. Then, with her colleague Ada
Meloy, Deputy General Counsel of NYU (also a
Vargas friend and CAPPS supporter!) and several
librarians, Johnson founded the Prisoners’ Reading
Encouragement Project (PREP).

PREP, a non-profit organization, provides
reading and educational materials to prisoners
through gifts to prison libraries. It also educates
the public about the need for and advantages of
educating prisoners and provides scholarship funds
for prisoners engaged in independent-study college
or post-secondary training programs.

Working with the New York Department of
Correctional Services and librarians at selected
prisons, PREP solicits, collects, inventories and
distributes new and used books, audiotapes and

videotapes. Since 2000, it has

(Continued on page 9 -- see Special -- Annette
Johnson)

=

The first few generous checks CAPPS
received from Bill Hemmings were like a miracle to
a small, struggling non-profit.  Later, periodic gifts
always seemed to come at just the right time –
when the operating budget was a little short or new
brochures had to be printed or another thousand
was needed to distribute the lifer report.

Hemmings never lived in Michigan.  Born in
Chicago, he joined the Marines after high school
and fought in the Battle of Okinawa during World
War II.  After obtaining his bachelor’s degree from
the University of Illinois, he worked in sales for
many years, then moved to Wisconsin where he co-
founded several businesses involving financial
planning, securities and investments.  In 1995, he
moved to Ohio with his wife Annette, an associate
professor at the University of Cincinnati.

It was his support for Michigan lifer Jerry
Lashuay, Jr.
that brought
Hemmings to
CAPPS.  In
August 1983,
39 days after
his 15th
birthday, Jerry
killed his 12-
year-old
uncle, Nicho-
las.
Lashuay’s
parents had separated when he was 11.  His abu-
sive father had left the state, then re-married.  At
age 13, Jerry started having behavior problems in
school and was placed on probation for breaking
and entering.  He later began to assume his father’s
role, acting out his temper, pushing his mother and
attempting to discipline his 13-year-old brother.

Shortly before the killing, Jerry had argued
with his father about living arrangements.  His
mother then kicked him out of the house because

(Continued on page 9 -- see Special --
Bill Hemmings)

Annette JohnsonAnnette JohnsonAnnette JohnsonAnnette JohnsonAnnette Johnson Bill HemmingsBill HemmingsBill HemmingsBill HemmingsBill Hemmings
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Whoops!
In the last issue of Consensus we
published our new address but got
the zip code wrong.  The correct
address is:

CAPPS
115 W. Allegan St.
Suite 850
Lansing, MI 48933.

Please excuse our
mistake.

donated more than 30,000 books to 10 N.Y. pris-
ons. It fills requests for books on particular subjects
and in foreign languages. PREP also sponsors the
“Words Travel” program, which allows prisoners to
record childrens’ books, then send the books and
tapes to their own children.

Johnson’s commitment of her personal time
and resources to improve the prospects of prisoners
is extraordinary. In New York, she has visited
prisons to which PREP has donated books and
received the thanks of prisoners in person.

In Michigan, we can only express our
gratitude by promising to use the opportunity she
has given us as fully as possible. If policymakers
and the public begin to understand that many
parolable lifers could and should be released, it will
be, in large part, because Annette Johnson gave
those prisoners a voice.

Special donors given special thanks
(Continued from page 8)

Annette JohnsonAnnette JohnsonAnnette JohnsonAnnette JohnsonAnnette Johnson Bill HemmingsBill HemmingsBill HemmingsBill HemmingsBill Hemmings
she could not control his behavior.  Jerry was living
with his grandparents, awaiting placement at a
juvenile facility, when he turned on Nicholas, his own
father’s youngest brother.  Jerry hit Nicholas with a
baseball bat, then stabbed him repeatedly.  Jerry
was waived from juvenile court, convicted of first-
degree murder and sentenced to life in prison with-
out parole.

In 1989, Bill Hemmings read about Jerry
Lashuay in a syndicated newspaper column.
Hemmings was appalled that a 15-year-old boy
should be told that nothing he could ever do for the
rest of his life would redeem him.  Hemmings began
a relationship with Lashuay that, over time, included
visits, weekly phone calls and college tuition.
Lashuay, who has built a prison record that includes
counseling, vocational training, an associate’s
degree, active participation in the Jaycees and
continuing work towards a BA from Ohio University,
says:  “Bill saw me as the man I have the potential
to be and was able to convince me that I was,
indeed, this man.”

Hemmings believed that hope for Jerry
Lashuay and prisoners like him depends on educat-
ing the public about the waste of human life and
public resources that is caused by incarcerating
people who could live productive lives in the commu-
nity.  He aided CAPPS’ efforts not only financially
but with practical advice and moral support.

Bill Hemmings died on Oct. 21, 2004, at the
age of 78.  With his wife Annette and his friend Jerry
Lashuay, the staff of CAPPS mourns his passing.  His
memory will always be intertwined with our efforts
to achieve the goals he shared.

FFFFFormer Rormer Rormer Rormer Rormer Rep. Mikep. Mikep. Mikep. Mikep. Mike Ke Ke Ke Ke Kooooowwwwwallallallallall
joins CAPPS boardjoins CAPPS boardjoins CAPPS boardjoins CAPPS boardjoins CAPPS board

Mike Kowall, a former GOP state represen-
tative from Oakland County, has accepted a seat
on the CAPPS board of directors.  He succeeds
Edward Oxer, who left the board after one term
because of scheduling conflicts.

Kowall served in
the House from 1999-
2003. He is a lobbyist
with XXX  and serves as
supervisor of White Lake
Township.  He gained
attention in 2002 when he
helped usher reforms to
the mandatory minimum
drug laws through the
legislature.  Kowall, a
conservative, initially

supported harsh drug laws but after assessing the
consequences, voted for reform and told reporters
that the changes, initiated by FAMM, were “com-
mon-sense approaches to crime.”

Kowall is also president of the family
business, Accurate Woodworking, Inc., in
Waterford.

KowallKowallKowallKowallKowall

(Continued from page 8)
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Costs of Housing a Juvenile  

for Natural Life 

 Cost per 

year 

Number 

of years 

Sub-

total 

Michigan 

Youth 

Correctional 
Facility 

28,656 2.5 71,640 

Other Level  

IV 

28,057 5.0 140,285 

Level II 19,052 

 

42.5 

 

809,710 

 

Health Care  3,451 50.0 172,550 

  Total 1,194,185 

More than 300 Michigan prisoners serving
mandatory sentences of life without parole were
teenagers when they committed their crimes; nearly
half were 16 or younger.

A report entitled Second Chances: Juveniles
serving life without parole in Michigan prisons was
published by the ACLU of Michigan in September.
The report places Michigan’s juvenile waiver laws in
a national and international context and explains
why sentences of life without parole should not be
imposed on people younger than 18.  It illustrates
the harshness of Michigan law with case profiles.

The report was prepared by Ann Arbor
attorney Deborah Labelle, director of the ACLU’s
Juvenile Life Without Parole Initiative.  Labelle is
also a member of the CAPPS Board of Directors.

“Life-without-parole sentences ignore the
very real differences between children and adults,
abandoning the concepts of redemption and second
chances upon which this country was built,” Labelle
maintains.

The report cites studies showing adoles-
cents cannot be presumed to be as culpable or
competent to stand trial as adults, and that they
lack the maturity necessary to control their
actions and do not understand the consequences
of those actions as do adults.

“Delinquent youth have higher rates of
mental and psychological disabilities such as
mental retardation, attention deficit disorder,
depression and post-traumatic stress disorder,”
according to the report.

The United States’ use of “unforgiving
sentences to punish children is unparalleled
internationally,” the report says.  The Conven-
tion on the Rights of the Child, a central docu-
ment addressing basic standards of human
rights for children, explicitly prohibits sentences
of life without parole for juveniles under 18.  It
has been signed and ratified by every country
except the United States and Somalia.

Forty-one states now allow a sentence of
life without possibility of parole to be imposed on
juveniles. While there is no consensus on the age at
which a child may be treated as an adult, 14 states,
including Michigan, allow a child of any age to be
tried as an adult and sentenced to life without

parole.
The report says that since

1988, when Michigan waiver laws changed to let
prosecutors bypass juvenile courts and charge 15
and 16-year-olds with certain crimes in circuit
court, Michigan has been sending many more
youngsters to prison with mandatory life sen-
tences.

In discussing the report, ACLU of Michigan
Executive Director Kary Moss said that sentencing
laws in Michigan leave no room to reasonably
assess a juvenile’s growth or maturity.

“In too many cases, the financial and
societal cost of keeping children in prison cannot
be justified by the benefit in terms of public safety,”
Moss said.

The report recommends using individual
assessments of the need for continued incarcera-
tion and proportional punishment to allow these
individuals the opportunity to rejoin and contribute
to society.  This would also be a better use of
scarce resources.  A conservative estimate is that it
costs nearly $1.2 million to house a juvenile lifer
for 50 years.

Recommendations in the report include
limiting first-degree murder sentences for juveniles
to 25 years, prohibiting the placement of juveniles
in adult prisons, amending the juvenile waiver laws
and creating parole eligibility for current prisoners
sentenced to life without parole as teenagers.

The full report can be found at the ACLU
website: www.aclumich.org/pubs/juvenilelifers.pdf.
There is also a link to the report on the CAPPS
website at www.capps-mi.org/RelatedResources.
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Another in a series of CAPPS profiles of prisoners currently eligible for parole

(Continued on page 12 -- see Vance Taylor)
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Vance Taylor was returned to prison in 2001 for
leaving a drug treatment center to deal with a
family crisis.  Although since then he has excelled
at everything the parole board asked him to do, in
September 2004 he began serving a fourth year for
this technical parole violation.

Vance Taylor had a history of alcohol and
drug abuse and was on probation in Michigan for
delivery of marijuana when he left the state.  A few
months later, during a 10-day spree in July 1988
when he was 25, Taylor robbed a bank in Florida,
returned to Michigan and robbed another, then fled
to Nevada where he committed more robberies – all
to support his cocaine addiction.  No one was
injured in any of his crimes.  In every case, Taylor
was “armed” with newspaper stuffed in a paper
bag, which he claimed was a bomb.

Taylor was convicted in all three states, but
did most of his prison time in Nevada.  He com-
pleted his Florida sentences in 1993 and his Nevada
sentences in 1998.  He was then brought back to
Michigan where he was paroled in August 1999.
He got a factory job and married within four
months, then went deep into debt making major
renovations to his home.  Under heavy financial
pressures, Taylor relapsed and began using co-
caine.  In retrospect, he acknowledges he tried to
do “too much, too fast,” in an effort to make up for
the years he had lost.

Taylor’s parole agent sent him to intensive
outpatient substance abuse treatment, then to a
residential program.  His wife was left to deal with
their deteriorating financial situation; they were
losing their vehicles and their home.  In September
2001, he was 16 days from completing his treat-
ment program and four months from completing
parole when he received a letter from his wife
saying she wanted a divorce.  In a panic, and
thinking she would change her mind if he could just

talk with her face-to-face, he packed his bags and
left the treatment center without permission.

When Taylor reported to his parole agent
the next morning, he was arrested.  His agent and
the supervisor recommended he be sent to a techni-
cal rule violation center where he would participate
in more substance abuse treatment, but the area
manager returned him to prison.

The administrative law examiner (ALE) who
interviewed Taylor observed that he was doing well
on parole, “except for cocaine use”; for 26 months
he had worked steadily, reported to his parole agent
as required and committed no new crimes.  The ALE
also found mitigating circumstances for Taylor’s
leaving the treatment center and recommended re-
parole and further residential drug treatment.
However, without interviewing Taylor, the parole
board rejected this recommendation and sent him
back to prison for a year, saying he “couldn’t be
managed in the community.”

Since his return to prison in 2001, Taylor
has been housed in minimum-security facilities and
even received a warden’s commendation for coming
to the aid of an injured officer.  A resident unit
manager writes that Taylor “demonstrates ability to
accept discipline and resolve difficulties peacefully
and maturely.”  He’s spent more than 15 months
working outside the prison on a variety of assign-
ments. Work reports indicate that he gets along well
with staff and prisoners alike.

Each year since 2002 Taylor received a
positive vote for parole from the interviewing parole
board member, but not from those members who
simply reviewed his file.  Each time it continued
Taylor, the board made standard recommendations
that Taylor proceeded to meet.

In 2001, it recommended substance abuse
programming.  Taylor completed the programming
and continued his participation in AA/NA.

In 2002, the board recommended that he
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“But,” said Gabry, “it is the job of the board to look at
what the person has accomplished while he or she was in
prison because if you don’t do that, no one has any hope. This
system is going to get bigger and bigger and bigger.

“What amazes me is that decisions made on lifers
almost ignore criteria the MDOC has in place, such as risk
level and management level.  It also amazes me that victims
and prosecutors can appeal parole board decisions but prison-
ers have no avenue to get review of an arbitrary parole deci-
sion.”

“Nowhere”, Gabry said, “is there is any more disparity
or arbitrariness than in the parole decision process as it
pertains to the old lifer population.”

Other speakers at the round table were Barbara Levine,
CAPPS executive director; Dale Daverman, great nephew of the
woman killed by Ross Hayes, a lifer profiled in the report, and
Victoria Hollis, a former lifer now on parole.

Daverman told reporters that although he started out
hating Ross Hayes, he has been working for Hayes’ release
since they met in 2002.   He said Hayes, who was 16 at the
time of the crime, has a good prison record, has earned college
degrees and is a born-again Christian.

After a religious conversion in 1998, Daverman, a
Vietnam vet, said his hatred of all blacks and North Vietnam-
ese was lifted. He forgave Hayes, an African American, and
they have maintained a friendship.  Daverman has written to
the board, legislators and the governor on behalf of Hayes and
in 2004 flew in from New Mexico to attend his parole board
interview. The board later voted 5 to 5 to continue Hayes until
2009, at which time he will have served 35 years.

“What more does Ross have to do to get paroled?”
Daverman asked.

Victoria Hollis, paroled in 2001 after serving 24 years
for second-degree murder, talked about Gladys Wilson and
Monica Jahner, both profiled in the report.  She said they, like
her, had worked hard to complete the requirements set for
them at reception and to meet the expectations of the board,
yet she eventually got out and they didn’t.  None of them could
understand why.  “The lifers have no hope.  They do what they
are supposed to do but it makes no difference,” Hollis said.

Speakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolableSpeakers assail treatment of parolable
lifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtablelifers at media roundtable
(Continued from page 5)

avoid misconduct citations and
earn positive reports in any pro-
grams he was involved in.  Taylor,
who had no misconducts, contin-
ued his good behavior and entered
the 44-week Assaultive Offender
Program (AOP), completing it in
February 2003.   The
psychologist’s final report says
Taylor was an outstanding partici-
pant, meeting all the goals set for
him at the beginning of the pro-
gram.  On every measure of his
progress, Taylor received the
highest possible rating.

In July 2003, the board
recommended that Taylor locate
community resources to address
the issues identified in AOP group
therapy.  He contacted therapists
and agencies that agreed to work
with him upon his release and
developed a detailed parole plan.
He also voluntarily completed an
anger management course and
participated in a pre-release
program.

Taylor presented his parole
plan during his April 2004 inter-
view.  Although this time the board
had no new recommendations for
Taylor, it continued him for yet
another year, because, it said, it
lacks assurance that he will not
become a menace to society.

After completing his current
continuance in September 2005,
Taylor will have served four years
for leaving drug treatment and will
be less than five months from
discharging off his maximum 20-

year sentence.

(Continued from page 11)
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Sees improved re-entry as solutionSees improved re-entry as solutionSees improved re-entry as solutionSees improved re-entry as solutionSees improved re-entry as solution

MDOC deputy tells CAPPS members of effortsMDOC deputy tells CAPPS members of effortsMDOC deputy tells CAPPS members of effortsMDOC deputy tells CAPPS members of effortsMDOC deputy tells CAPPS members of efforts
to control prisoner populationto control prisoner populationto control prisoner populationto control prisoner populationto control prisoner population

(Continued on page 14 -- see
MDOC deputy)

Director Dennis Schrantz (standing) at 2004 annual CAPPS meeting.

The MDOC’s deputy director in charge of
strategic planning told CAPPS members at their
annual meeting he welcomes the scrutiny organiza-
tions like CAPPS give the
Department of Correc-
tions.

“Informed activ-
ists dig and dig and get
information that isn’t
readily available.  I
personally appreciate the
relationship,” Dennis
Schrantz, deputy direc-
tor of the Policy and
Strategic Planning
Administration, told the
70-some in attendance at
the Oct. 28 dinner
meeting held in Lansing.

Schrantz, who
has been in the top
administration of the
department since early 2003, talked about the
MDOC’s efforts to reduce the growth of the state’s
prison population.  He said when Gov. Granholm
took office in January, 2003, the MDOC was sched-
uled to run out of beds in 12 months.  From 1999 to
2002 that prospect was addressed by adding beds
14 times.  This time the MDOC used policy changes
to control growth.

Various steps reduced the anticipated need
for beds by about 4,000, pushing the run-out-of-
beds date to January, 2006. (Editor’s Note: At a

mid-November meeting of the MDOC Prisoner Re-
entry Initiative, Deputy Schrantz announced that the
run-out-of-beds date had been revised to June
2005.)  These steps included:
•  Encouraging local communities to send

  fewer offenders to prison by increasing state
  funds for community residential treatment beds
  for those who fall in the “straddle cells” of the

sentencing guidelines (ranges that permit but
do not require a prison term.)
• More use of community sanctions for

technical parole violators instead of return-
ing them to prison.

• Early review by the parole board of more
than 2,300 parole-eligible prisoners who
had received 12-month continuances,
resulting in more than 1,200 release dates
being advanced.

• An increase in parole grant rates from 48 to
    about 52 percent.

Bob and Joanne Gielow
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(Continued from page 13)

(Continued on page 15 -- See MDOC deputy)

Dennis Schrantz (left) with CAPPS Executive Director Barbara
Levine.

• A pilot program for women parolees that re-
duced the expected return rate from 36 percent
to 10 percent.

Schrantz said the current return to prison
rate of 48 percent includes those returned both
for new crimes and for technical violations.
Each 10 percent reduction in recidivism saves
the system 1,800 beds.

“If we had a system geared toward
casework and services brokering instead of
surveillance and escalating caseloads perhaps
the outcome would be different,” he said.

Schrantz said the pilot project, in which
selected women prisoners are paroled to a
residential program in Detroit, provides the
women with employment services, substance
abuse and mental health treatment, family
reunification and residential stability.

The model program came about as a
result of consultation with the parole board,
community service providers, advocates and
parole supervision staff.   He said the amount of
resources allocated to community support is impor-
tant to the success of the program as well as the
personal attention given the women by program
administrators.

Other news is less positive.  A plan to curb
the prison population by about 1,200 beds by
amending the state’s sentencing guidelines to make
fewer offenders eligible for prison has not been
successful.  It failed to gain legislative support
because of concerns about the impact on county
jails.  A task force on jail overcrowding has now
been convened.

“It’s an agonizing process because it’s a
political debate and it’s been difficult to get people
off their ideology,” Schrantz said.

In addition, the zero gun tolerance policy for
parolees, announced in July, 2004 by Gov.
Granholm, is projected to add 1,500 beds to the
system by 2009. (See story in the September issue
of Consensus)

The return of technical
parole violators to prison has also

gone back up to 300 a month, in part as the result
of more prisoners being paroled and in part because
some parolees fail repeatedly in community alterna-
tives.

Nonetheless, the MDOC is not considering

major changes in Michigan’s parole process as a
way to reduce the state’s prison population.
Schrantz observed that such policies as “presump-
tive parole” (release after serving the minimum
absent significant misconduct or evidence of current
risk to the public) will require legislation.

Among the other issues Schrantz discussed
at the meeting:
•   Identification for those leaving prison to make it

easier to get driver’s licenses and state identifi-
cation cards.  Schrantz said he believes this may
require legislation, but there have been success-
ful pilots in Kalamazoo and Kent counties involv-
ing the MDOC and the Secretary of State.

• Closing any additional prisons is not likely.  The
state has enjoyed an unprecedented period of
lower prison intake which is not likely to con-
tinue.

• Parole conditions that unnecessarily hamper re-
entry should be re-examined.  The MDOC will
consider this issue in work groups as part of its
re-entry initiative.
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MDOC deputy answers questions about paroleMDOC deputy answers questions about paroleMDOC deputy answers questions about paroleMDOC deputy answers questions about paroleMDOC deputy answers questions about parole

CAPPS members, speakers share informationCAPPS members, speakers share informationCAPPS members, speakers share informationCAPPS members, speakers share informationCAPPS members, speakers share information
CAPPS members and guests, gathered for the annual membership meeting in October, heard MDOC
Deputy Director Dennis Schrantz (upper left) speak and asked him many questions.

• About 7 percent of the state’s prisoners are
considered mentally ill compared to an average
of 14 percent of prisoners nationally.

• Getting prisoners closer to their homes within
nine months of their release so they can get
involved in transition programming in the
community is being tried in a Macomb prison
pilot.

Schrantz said the department believes it has
to do a better job in easing the community transi-
tion for prisoners.

“We have to acknowledge that many pris-
oners will never be successful in the work force
with their handicaps, and that the department will
have to grow jobs for them – jobs that are espe-
cially designed for alcohol and drug addicted
persons.  That’s how we will hopefully turn this
thing around,” he said.

He said the department is discussing the
concept of growing jobs with foundations, the
Department of Labor and Economic
Growth and Michigan Rehabilita-
tion Services.
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Public Spending, a non-profit public
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about the social and economic costs
of prison expansion.  Because policy
choices, not crime rates, have
caused our prison population to
explode, CAPPS advocates re-
examining those policies and shifting
our resources to public services that
prevent crime, rehabilitate offend-
ers, and address the needs of all our
citizens in a cost-effective manner.
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